Product Description

Basic Use: e.hanger is designed to properly secure an E.Series membrane assembly in place on shoring walls or below grade to vertical wall transitions on over excavated walls. Secure using galvanized steel shot pins to shoring walls after the application of the specified base sheet or directly to over excavated concrete. e.hanger allows for proper securement of heavy and robust membrane assemblies without additional system penetrations.

Composition: 2” x 2” galvanized steel base with 1” steel pin. Stainless steel e.hangers are also available.

Benefits

• Ensures proper detailing of fasteners used to hold vertical membrane assemblies in place
• Eliminates the need for additional penetrations after system assembly
• Holds systems in place during shotcrete application

Limitations

• Proper spacing and detailing must be followed to not compromise system

Technical Data

Specification Writer: Contact EPRO before writing specifications on this product. E.Series system assemblies should be reviewed in order to meet project specific site conditions.

Installation

Preparation: Determine fastening pattern prior to installation.

Application: Install after the application of base layer using 1 galvanized shot pin at opposing corners of the e.hanger. Detailing of each e.hanger should be done in accordance with the system specification.

Availability and Packaging

Contact EPRO sales representative for local distributors or authorized applicators (www.eproinc.com).

1000 hangers with washers per case

Warranty

Limited Warranty: EPRO Services, Inc. believes to the best of its knowledge that performance tables are accurate and reliable. EPRO warrants this product to be free from defects. EPRO makes no other warranties with respect to this product, express or implied, including without limitation the implied warranties of MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR PARTICULAR PURPOSE. EPRO’s liability shall be limited in all events to supplying sufficient product to retreat the specific areas to which defective product has been applied. EPRO shall have no other liability, including liability for incidental or resultant damages, whether due to breach of warranty or negligence. This warranty may not be modified or extended by representatives of EPRO or its distributors.

Equipment

Secure with shot pins using power-actuated fastener or by hand.

Technical Services and Information

Complete technical services and information are available by contacting EPRO at 800.882.1896 or www.eproinc.com.

This product was formally known as Epro Hanger.